Integrated Internet-Based Environment for Social Inclusion of Children with Autism Spectrum Conditions (ASC)

Fact Sheet

Project Information

ASC-Inclusion
Grant agreement ID: 289021

Closed project

Funded under
Specific Programme "Cooperation": Information and communication technologies

Total cost
€ 3 265 771,00

EU contribution
€ 2 498 760,00

Coordinated by
TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAET MUENCHEN
Germany

Project description

ICT for smart and personalised inclusion

Fields of science

natural sciences  ›  computer and information sciences  ›  internet

social sciences  ›  sociology  ›  social issues
Programme(s)

FP7-ICT - Specific Programme "Cooperation": Information and communication technologies

Topic(s)

ICT-2011.5.5 - ICT for smart and personalised inclusion

Call for proposal

FP7-ICT-2011-7
See other projects for this call

Funding Scheme

CP - Collaborative project (generic)

Coordinator

TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAET MUENCHEN

Address
Arcisstrasse 21
80333 Muenchen
Germany

Region
Bayern > Oberbayern > München, Kreisfreie Stadt

Activity type
Higher or Secondary Education Establishments

Administrative Contact
Bjoern Schuller (Dr.)

Links
Contact the organisation  Website

EU contribution
Participants (8)

AUTISME-EUROPE AISBL
Belgium
EU contribution
€ 81 750,00
Address
Rue montoyer 39
1000 Bruxelles / brussel
Region
Région de Bruxelles-Capitale/Brussels Hoofdstedelijk Gewest > Région de Bruxelles-Capitale/Brussels Hoofdstedelijk Gewest > Arr. de Bruxelles-Capitale/Arr. Brussel-Hoofdstad
Activity type
Other
Administrative Contact
Aurelie Baranger (Ms.)
Links
Contact the organisation
Other funding
No data

BAR ILAN UNIVERSITY
Israel
EU contribution
€ 223 590,00
Address
Bar ilan university campus
52900 Ramat gan
Activity type
Higher or Secondary Education Establishments
**COMPEDIA SOFTWARE & HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT LTD**

*Israel*

**EU contribution**

€ 384 750,00

**Address**

Ben Gurion street 2
52573 Ramat gan

**Administrative Contact**

Benny Golan (Mr.)

**Activity type**

Private for-profit entities (excluding Higher or Secondary Education Establishments)

**Other funding**

*No data*

---

**UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI GENOVA**

*Italy*

**EU contribution**

€ 275 910,00

**Address**

Via Balbi 5
16126 Genova

**Region**

Nord-Ovest > Liguria > Genova

**Activity type**
Higher or Secondary Education Establishments

Administrative Contact
Cinzia Leone (Dr.)

Links
Contact the organisation [ Website ]

Other funding
No data

---

RYNKIEWICZ AGNIESZKA OLGA
Poland
EU contribution
€ 178 864,00

Address
Ulica dzielna 47
80 404 Gdansk

Activity type
Private for-profit entities (excluding Higher or Secondary Education Establishments)

Administrative Contact
Agnieszka Rynkiewicz (Dr.)

Links
Contact the organisation [ ]

Other funding
No data

---

KAROLINSKA INSTITUTET
Sweden
EU contribution
€ 129 120,00

Address
Nobels vag 5
17177 Stockholm

Region
Östra Sverige > Stockholm > Stockholms län
Activity type
Higher or Secondary Education Establishments

Administrative Contact
Björn Kull (Dr.)

Links
Contact the organisation ️  Website ️

Other funding
No data

KOC UNIVERSITY
Türkiye
EU contribution
€ 206 906,00

Address
Rumeli feneri yolu sariyer
34450 Istanbul ️

Region
İstanbul > İstanbul > İstanbul

Activity type
Higher or Secondary Education Establishments

Administrative Contact
Sebnem Dogan (Ms.)

Links
Contact the organisation ️  Website ️

Other funding
No data

THE CHANCELLOR MASTERS AND SCHOLARS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
United Kingdom
EU contribution
€ 642 910,00

Address
6 of 7
Trinity lane the old schools
CB2 1TN Cambridge

Region
East of England > East Anglia > Cambridgeshire CC

Activity type
Higher or Secondary Education Establishments

Administrative Contact
Renata Schaeffer (Ms.)

Links
Contact the organisation  Website

Other funding
No data
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Permalink: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/289021
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